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Provide 50 ~ 500-MW laserpowers for25 - 250-MW thrusters
Placed on 6,300-kinearthorbitforpower beaming to laserOTV's
Laser system options
a) Electricallypumped lasers
Nuclear reactordriven diode laseramplifierarray
Solar panel driven diode laseramplifierarray
Other electricdischarge lasersare considered but discarded a priori
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Solar Collector 100 .177
Solar Panels 16 35.3
Radiator 2198 .257











• 235 MW Laser






























EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR CELL=0.225
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EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR CELL=0.31
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--_ At the state-of-the-art efficiencies, both nuclear and solar-driven systems
/ require equal masses for the same laser powers in the 50-500 MW range,
typically 3,700 tons for a 100-MW thruster.
Future efficiency.. . improvement, of solar panel and laser diode array will
realize slgmhcant reduction (by a factor-of 3) in system masses.
Beaming time for. laser p.pro ulsion, is relatively short and other missions
should be conszdered for increasing the system duty cycle.
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